
“Vidrio Azul Flores”



Vidrio Azul Flores
A Glass Fusing Project

PROJECT TITLE:
Vidrio Azul Flores (Glass Blue Flowers)
	

DESIGNED BY:
Jeanne Baruth
	

SKILL LEVEL:  (Adult 1-5 1 being the easiest, 5 being difficult)
1
	

TIME TO COMPLETE:
2 hours
	

PROJECT TIP:
1. Wear safety glasses when using glass-crafting tools.
2. Always read and follow kiln safety rules and warnings.
	

VENDOR NAME:
Diamond Tech
	

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Cut a 2” X 2” piece of kiln paper. Remove the lid from the Fuseworks™ Kiln. Place the kiln 

paper on the kiln base.
2. Place the Millefiori in the center of the kiln paper forming a 1” circle. Cover with the clear 1” 

circle. Keep the circle of Milliefiori inside the circumference of the glass circle.
3. Carefully set the base with glass inside the microwave. Cover base and glass with kiln lid. 
4. Fuse at full (100%) power for 2 minutes. If using a microwave with a lower wattage, 

increase the time to 2 minutes and 30 seconds. PLEASE NOTE: All microwave and kiln 
combinations will have different firing patterns. Be sure to take careful notes and log all 
fusing times for future use.

 When time has expired, open microwave and, using Hot Mitts, carefully lift the lid enough to  
 inspect the fusing process. Glass should have nicely round edges. If need be, add    
 additional time in 15 to 30 second increments until the desired results are achieved.    
 Remove kiln from microwave using the Hot Mitts and place on a heat resistant    
 surface. Cool the kiln on a heat resistant surface for at least 30 to 40 minutes with the lid   
 on. WARNING: Removing the lid or peeking under the lid during the cooling will result in   
 your piece cracking. Glass remains hot for a long time handle with great caution.
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5. When cool, glue the glass circle to a bail using a glass adhesive such as E6000®. Allow to 
dry according to glue manufacturer direction. Slip pendant onto your favorite chain and enjoy.

	

MATERIALS CHECKLIST:
• Fuseworks™ Microwave Kiln
• Fuseworks™ Kiln Paper
• 1 Fuseworks™ Fusible Shape Clear
• Fuseworks Milliefiori slices approximately 8 pcs.
• Fuseworks™ Small Silver Bail
• E6000® or other glass glue
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